Quick guide to using Roadworks.org (previously elgin.gov.uk)

This documents sets-out the process to view the Kent Lane Rental Scheme proposed specified location within the Roadworks.org website.

To access the site go to either kent.roadworks.org or roadworks.org. The default view displays the current works on the network.

There are several ways to navigate around the site, which is powered by Google Maps. The site supports the standard mouse gestures letting you grab the map to drag it and use the mouse scroll wheel to zoom in and out. There are two navigation panes; the left hand pane controls which layers are displayed, the right hand pane includes a search box.

The left hand pane controls which layers are visible, layers are selected/deselected by ticking the appropriate box. Not all layers are available at all zoom-levels, if the box is greyed out, please zoom in until the box becomes selectable. By clicking on the small ‘i’ you can view the legend.

More layers are available under the ‘Advanced’ tab.

The right hand pane contains a search box, you can search on street name, town or postcode.
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The Kent Lane Rental Scheme (KLRS) layer is found under the advanced tab and is viewable at multiple zoom-levels. The layer symbology is based on the four charge bands.

When zoomed in to town level the map hints are enabled, the map hints show the USRN, street name, charge times and charge designation.

To open up the full details for that USRN click on the line.